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About Dictionary.com Dictionary.com is the worldâ€™s leading online source for English definitions,
synonyms, word origins, audio pronunciations, example sentences, slang phrases, idioms, word games, legal
and medical terms, Word of the Day and more.
Dictionary.com | Meanings and Definitions of Words at
Language Dictionaries and Translators "Breaking the barriers of language through learning" Word2Word is
pleased to provide these dictionary links in the hope of all people developing a better understanding of others
through the use of language.
Online Language Dictionaries and Translators - Word2Word
(US, slang) A jail. 2006, Thomas Pynchon, Against the Day, Vintage 2007, p. 424: There's parts of Mexico
they'd take you straight to the hoosegow for just whistlin that. 2011, Steven Pinker, The Better Angels of Our
Nature, Penguin 2012, p. 674: Philip Zimbardo set up a mock prison in the basement of the Stanford
psychology department ...
hoosegow - Wiktionary
I've bought two of this gizmos for Spanish and one for French. They're a great way to carry the equivalent of
a medium-sized dictionary around while travelling.
Franklin DBE-1440 Pocket Spanish/English Dictionary
misinformation. The rampant spread of misinformation poses new challenges for navigating life in 2018. As a
dictionary, we believe understanding the concept is vital to identifying misinformation in the wild, and
ultimately curbing its impact.
Dictionary.com's List of Every Word of the Year
LGBT slang, LGBT speak or gay slang is a set of slang lexicon used predominantly among LGBT people. It
has been used in various languages, including English and Japanese, since the early 1900s as a means by
which members of the LGBT community can identify themselves and speak in code with brevity and speed to
others.
LGBT slang - Wikipedia
History. According to Online Etymology Dictionary by Douglas Harper, "Polack" meant as "Polish immigrant,
person of Polish descent" was used in American English until the late 19th century (1879) to describe a
"Polish person" in a non-offensive way (1574). Dictionary.com Unabridged (v 1.1) based on the Unabridged
Dictionary by Random House claims that the word originated between 1590â€“1600.
Polack - Wikipedia
Free online Dictionaries; All Free Dictionaries project: A very large number of online and downloadable free
dictionaries. AllWords.com: Specify a word in English, Dutch, French, Italian or Spanish, and translate it
simultaneously into Dutch, French, English, Italian and Spanish.
Free online dictionaries and language utilities - Freebyte
Spanish: Â·(slang, Spain) pussy, cuntÂ· (Mexico, slang, rare) Hit or bump in the head given with the
knucklesÂ·Â·(Chile, slang, derogatory) Spaniard (Philippines, slang) A person who belongs to wealthy
Spanish- or English-speaking families. Also spelled konyo. (Venezuela, Maracaibo, vulgar) Guy, dude,
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bastard (Cuba, slang, vulgar) shit
coÃ±o - Wiktionary
Answers.com is the place to go to get the answers you need and to ask the questions you want
Answers - The Most Trusted Place for Answering Life's
â€¢A magyar nyelv szÃ³tÃ¡ra: dictionary of the Hungarian language, by Czuczor Gergely & Fogarasi JÃ¡nos
(1862) â€¢ A magyar katonai szleng szÃ³tÃ¡ra: Hungarian dictionary of military slang, by Kis TamÃ¡s (2008)
â€¢ A magyar bÃ¶rtÃ¶nszleng szÃ³tÃ¡ra: Hungarian dictionary of prison slang, by Edina SzabÃ³ (2008) â€¢
MagyaricÃ¦ linguÃ¦ lexicon critico-etymologicum: Hungarian-Latin-German ...
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